Pierstone Brussels is currently looking for
one ASSOCIATE to develop our
Commercial, IP/IT Law practice
YOUR PROFILE
You have about 3 to 6 years of experience in a business law firm with expertise in commercial law, IP/IT
law and/or data protection;
You have experience in litigation;
You hold a Belgian Masters in law;
You are fluent in Dutch and English and have a perfect passive knowledge of French (reading and listening);
You are flexible and willing to work in a fast-growing team handling international cases;
You are self-motivated, passionate about your work and a self-starter.

WHAT WE OFFER
You will be a part of an enthusiastic team that is growing fast and which is handling high profile work
for Belgian and international clients;
We encourage our associates to spend some time in our offices in Prague or London so as to gather
some working experience abroad;
We offer a pleasant and open working environment where new ideas and team work are not only
appreciated, but strongly encouraged;
If you have entrepreneurial skills, we will also support you in developing your legal expertise and in
focusing your commercial efforts on your and Pierstone’s strengths.
If you are interested, please send your CV and motivation letter to Giulia Mauri and Patrice Vanderbeeken
(giulia.mauri@pierstone.com and patrice.vanderbeeken@pierstone.com ).

ABOUT PIERSTONE
Pierstone is an international law firm focused on the regulated sectors of the economy. We offer services to the
industry covering commercial and contractual law, corporate and M&A, litigation as well as IP/IT and data
protection.
With offices in Brussels, London, Prague and Moscow, we can rely on a team of experts with a strong reputation
in their own jurisdictions, and extensive international experience.
Our lawyers’ industry focus means that we can offer practical solutions in a broad range of areas, including
mergers & acquisitions, corporate, litigation and EU regulatory. The firm has also developed strong industry
focus in different sectors including the telecommunication sector, the other regulated sectors of the economy
such as water, energy, aviation and transport, pharma, IT, FMCG and the not-for-profit sector.

For a more detailed presentation of the Pierstone network, our office in Brussels and our lawyers, we invite
you to review our website www.pierstone.com.

www.pierstone.com

